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RISEN: The Accession and Devolution of Yahweh Ben Yahweh.
Miami’s Urban Chronicles Volume 1.
The growth of “Mega churches” has risen considerably in the 21st century as compared to
the past. Miami Urban Chronicles Volume I: Risen, seeks to set forth a ﬁctional biopic of
the rise of spiritual leader Yahweh Ben Yahweh of the Liberty City based movement the
Nation of Yahweh, “Ben Yahweh’s.”
Chauncey Miller, the main character in the story is determined to be a success. He uses
his natural skills of cultivating relationships and inﬂuence to draw his followers. Despite
his meager rural southern background he dreams big and takes risks head-on in realization
of his goals. It is signiﬁcant in modern 21st century times that individuals take control of
their life’s path. The urban youth particularly need to realize by making deliberate decisions concerning their life they can live their dreams.
Chauncey meets a mentor whom cultivates his ideology and sharpens his mediation
skills in working with people. He harnesses his skills by working with the youth ministry
of a local church. As he attends college he learns the basics of economics and administration in his courses. He understands education is just one tool that can help him along his
path. Individuals must utilize opportunities as they present themselves along life’s path.
The main character seizes upon this truth and follows it down the rabbit hole in a manner
of speaking.
In most communities the Church is a place of worship, fellowship, family, communal
meetings and refuge. Individuals seek comfort in its walls and the main character leverages this in amassing followers. Modern successful pastors have PhD’s and fancy seminary
school training. The main character can be viewed as the progenitor to the modern “Mega
church” system. He is of the conviction that god must call a person to preach which is a
spiritual mission.
The main character takes this mission on as any other profession and is determined to be
a success as a spiritual leader, messenger of god, as well as a successful business entrepreneur. The main character goes from city to city while growing his followership and reﬁning his professional talents. In addition his studies have led to him evolving his religious
convictions.
The story enthralls with the turmoil of power, beliefs, sex, control, and all the human
pitfalls that too often affect successful professionals. In desiring success and wealth upon
any career path it is important to maintain composure. Chauncey, although a spiritual
leader, is in realization of this truth.
In paralleling the lifestyles of the larger community many individuals become disillusioned and pigeonhole themselves. Only in selﬂessness can individuals walk a blemishless path. Particularly urban youth must learn the lesson in traversing modern life goal
paths in reaching their dreams.
This chronicle wraps with Chauncey answering to the communal guidelines of this prescribed society. All must answer to the allegations of their fellow community members and
none is an exception to this rule. In acquisition of success and goal setting humility can be
a lifesaver.
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